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Spatially extended Unruh-DeWitt detectors for relativistic quantum information
Antony R. Lee and Ivette Fuentes∗
School of Mathematical Sciences, University of Nottingham,
University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RD, United Kingdom
Unruh-DeWitt detectors interacting locally with a quantum field are systems under consideration
for relativistic quantum information processing. In most works, the detectors are assumed to be
point-like and, therefore, couple with the same strength to all modes of the field spectrum. We
propose the use of a more realistic detector model where the detector has a finite size conveniently
tailored by a spatial profile. We design a spatial profile such that the detector, when inertial,
naturally couples to a peaked distribution of Minkowski modes. In the uniformly accelerated case,
the detector couples to a peaked distribution of Rindler modes. Such distributions are of special
interest in the analysis of entanglement in non-inetial frames. We use our detector model to show the
noise detected in the Minkowski vacuum and in single particle states is a function of the detector’s
acceleration.
PACS numbers: 03.70.+k, 11.10.-z
I. INTRODUCTION
Relativistic quantum information is a multifaceted
area that incorporates key principles from quantum field
theory, quantum information and quantum optics to an-
swer, primarily, questions of an information theoretic na-
ture. In order to implement quantum information tasks
in relativistic settings it is necessary to find suitable lo-
calised systems to store information. Moving point-like
detectors coupled to quantum fields have been consid-
ered to carry quantum information in spacetime [1–3],
perform teleportation [4], and extract entanglement from
the Minkowski vacuum [2, 5, 6]. For a review see [7]. Our
research program aims at developing new detector mod-
els which are more realistic and simpler to treat math-
ematically so they can be used in relativistic quantum
information processing.
In this paper we utilise finite-size detectors [8–10], i.e.
detectors with a position dependent coupling strength,
which are not only more realistic but also have the ad-
vantage of coupling to peaked distributions of modes.
We design Gaussian-type spatial profiles such that a uni-
formly accelerated detector naturally couples to peaked
distributions of Rindler modes. By expanding the field
in terms of Unruh modes, we show the accelerated detec-
tor couples simultaneously to two peaked distribution of
modes corresponding to left and right Unruh modes. As
expected, the same detector interacts with a Gaussian
distribution of Minkowski modes when it follows an iner-
tial trajectory. In the Minkowski vacuum, the response
of the detector has a thermal signature when it is uni-
formly accelerated and the temperature depends on the
proper acceleration of the detector.
In the prototypical studies of quantum entanglement
in non-inertial frames, observers are assumed to analyse
states involving sharp frequency modes [11, 12]. In par-
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ticular, recent works analysing the entanglement degra-
dation between global modes seen by uniformly acceler-
ated observers consider states of modes labelled by Un-
ruh frequencies [13–15]. Our analysis provides further in-
sight into the physical interpretation of the particle states
which were analyzed in these works. Finite-size detectors
are suitable to discuss such results from an operational
perspective since sharp frequency modes are an idealiza-
tion of the peaked distributions finite-size detectors cou-
ple to. We show the response of the finite-size detector
when the state of the field has a single particle labelled
by an Unruh frequency has a thermal term plus a noise
term that depends on acceleration. Therefore, a degrada-
tion of global mode entanglement in non-inertial frames
as a function of acceleration should be detected by uni-
formly accelerated finite-size detectors. Although global
mode entanglement cannot be detected directly it can
be extracted by Unruh-DeWitt type detectors becoming
useful for quantum information tasks. Throughout our
work we use natural units and the metric has signature(−,+,+,+).
II. DETECTOR MODEL
The action of a detector interacting with a quantum
field in the interaction picture is given by [8, 9],
SI = ∫ dVM ⋅ φ, (1)
where dV is the volume element for the spacetime andM
is the monopole moment of the detector parametrised by
arbitrary coordinates in a (3+ 1)-dimensional spacetime.
We will assume a flat spacetime and the field φ to be a
real massive scalar field which satisfies the Klein-Gordon
equation,
∇µ∇µφ −m2φ = 0, (2)
where m ≥ 0 is the free field mass and ∇µ denotes the
covariant derivative on the spacetime. We require the
2detector to have, in a comoving reference frame with co-
ordinates (τ, ζ⃗), a constant spatial profile. In this case
the monopole moment of the detector factorizes into a
temporal operator valued function and a spatial functionM(τ, ζ⃗) = M(τ)f(ζ⃗) [16–18]. The temporal operator
valued function describes the internal structure of the
detector which we model by a two-level system of char-
acteristic energy ∆ therefore, M(τ) ∶= σ−e−iτ∆ + σ+eiτ∆.
The operators σ+ and σ− create and annihilate, respec-
tively, excitations in the internal structure of the detec-
tor. In this case, the action can be written in terms of
the detector’s proper time τ ,
SI = ∫ dτM(τ)φ˜(τ), (3)
where the field the detector couples to is given by,
φ˜(τ) ∶= ∫ d3ζ⃗√−g(ζ⃗)f(ζ⃗)φ(τ, ζ⃗), (4)
and g = det(gµν) is the determinant of the metric tensor.
We assume the center of the detector follows a classical
trajectory in spacetime and the spatial profile f(ζ⃗) deter-
mines how the detector couples to the field along the tra-
jectory. This function, which must be real to ensure the
action is Hermitian, can be interpreted as a position de-
pendent coupling strength. Consider uν⃗(ζ⃗(τ)) to be field
solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation evaluated along
a point-like worldline parametrised by τ corresponding
to the center point of the detector. The frequencies ν⃗ of
the modes are determined by an observer comoving with
the center of the detector. The Hamiltonian in terms of
these modes takes the form,
HI =M(τ) ⋅ ∫ d3ν⃗f˜(ν⃗) (uν⃗(τ)aν⃗ + h.c.) , (5)
where a†ν⃗ and aν⃗ are creation and annihilation opera-
tors associated to the field modes of frequency ν⃗. The
frequency distribution f˜(ν⃗) corresponds to a transfor-
mation of f(ζ⃗) into frequency space. In the ideal case
where the detector is considered to be point-like, the
spatial profile is f(ζ⃗) = δ3(ζ⃗ − ζ⃗′) (here δ3(ζ⃗ − ζ⃗′) ∶=
δ(ζ1−ζ′1)δ(ζ2−ζ′2)δ(ζ3−ζ′3) is the three dimensional Dirac
delta distribution). The detector couples locally to the
field and the coupling strength is uniformly equal for all
frequency modes. When we model a finite-size detector,
which corresponds to a more realistic situation, the de-
tector couples naturally to a distribution of field modes.
The frequency distribution will be determined by the spa-
tial profile. In this sense the field φ˜(τ) corresponds to a
window of frequencies.
III. INERTIAL TRAJECTORY
Now we specify a trajectory for the detector. When
the center of the detector follows an inertial trajectory it
is convenient to use Minkowski coordinates (t, x⃗) where
x⃗ ∶= (x, y, z). In this case, the proper time of a comoving
observer is τ = t and we can also write the comoving
spatial coordinates as ζ⃗ = x⃗. The solutions to the Klein-
Gordon equation correspond to plane waves,
uk⃗(t, x⃗) ∶= 1√
2(2pi)3ωe−iωt+ik⃗⋅x⃗, (6)
where the frequency of the mode ω ≡ √k⃗ ⋅ k⃗ +m2 is
strictly positive and k⃗ ∈ R3 denotes the momentum
k⃗ ∶= (kx, ky , kz). The inner product satisfies (uk⃗, uk⃗′) =
δ3(k⃗ − k⃗′) [19]. In this case the creation and annihilation
operators associated to the Minkowski field modes sat-
isfy [ak⃗, a†k⃗′] = δ3(k⃗ − k⃗′). The field can be expanded in
Minkowski modes as
φ(t, x⃗) = ∫ d3k⃗ (ak⃗uk⃗(t, x⃗) + h.c.) . (7)
From this, the frequency distribution expressed in
Minkowski modes is,
f˜(k⃗) = ∫ d3x⃗f(x⃗)e+ik⃗⋅x⃗, (8)
which is the Fourier transform of the spatial profile f(x⃗).
We now design a spatial profile tailored so that the
corresponding frequency detection window of the detec-
tor is a Gaussian distribution of modes peaked around a
Minkowski frequency λ⃗. This choice is motivated by early
works on relativistic entanglement where the states anal-
ysed involved sharp frequencies Ω and Ω′. For example,
the Bell state,
∣φ⟩ = 1√
2
(∣0⟩Ω∣0⟩Ω′ + ∣1⟩Ω∣1⟩Ω′), (9)
which was analysed in a flat (1+1)-dimensional space
in the uncharged massless bosonic [13] and charged [14]
case. Entanglement for Bell states in non-inertial frames
was also discussed for Dirac fields [15, 20, 21]. Sharp fre-
quency states, ∣1⟩Ω = a†Ω∣0⟩, are an idealisation of Gaus-
sian wave-packets of the form
∣1λ⟩ = ∫ dkΦ(λ, k)a†k ∣0⟩, (10)
where Φ(λ, k) is a Gaussian distribution centred around
λ [13]. Our detector model will be useful to investigate
questions of entanglement in non-inertial frames from an
operational perspective and extract entanglement for rel-
ativistic quantum information processing. An interesting
question, which we intend to address in following work,
is how much entanglement can be extracted by our de-
tectors from field mode entangled states as a function of
the detector’s acceleration. We find that a Gaussian
frequency window of width σ centred around frequency λ⃗
as shown in FIG.(1), can be engineered by choosing the
following spatial profile,
f(x⃗) = nσe− 12σ−2x⃗⋅x⃗ (e−iλ⃗⋅x⃗ + e+iλ⃗⋅x⃗) , (11)
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FIG. 1: (1 + 1) dimensional example of a frequency
distribution peaked around ±λ given by Eq.(16) for
σ = 1 and λ = 5. This frequency distribution peaks
around around the desired frequency λ but has a double
peaking due to the two exponential terms. In the(1 + 1) massless case, the field is expanded as an
integral over ω > 0 and so the peak in the ω < 0 region
does not contribute.
which corresponds to a Gaussian distribution multiplied
by a superposition of planes waves of opposite momentum
λ⃗. nσ is a normalisation constant. This spatial profile is
of great mathematical convenience and, moreover, similar
couplings naturally arise in the interaction of harmonic
oscillators and quantum fields. For example, consider
the coupling between the two-level system and the field
is given by [22, 23],
f(x) = ϕ∗−(x)∂xϕ+(x), (12)
where ϕ−(x) and ϕ+(x) are the ground and excited wave-
funtions of the detector. One can consider the two energy
levels to be two eigenstates of a quantum harmonic os-
cillator. In this case, the interaction strength will be an
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FIG. 2: Comparison of exact coupling strength (as
modelled with a quantum harmonic oscillator) and our
approximate coupling strength. The choices are:
quantum numbers (n,m) = (0,1) and parameters(λ,σ) = (1.66,1/√0.89).
oscillatory Gaussian-type function that can be approxi-
mated by the coupling strength we propose in Eq. (11).
The wavefunctions of the two-level system in this case
can be taken to be Hermite functions of the form,
ϕn = Nne− 12x2Hn(x), (13a)
ϕm = Nme− 12x2Hm(x), (13b)
where Nk are normalisation constants, Hk are Hermite
poynomials and we impose n <m. Inserting these wave-
functions into the coupling strength Eq. (12), and using
the well-known recursion relations of the Hermite func-
tions, we find,
f(x) = ϕ∗n ⎛⎝
√
m
2
ϕm−1 −√m + 1
2
ϕm+1
⎞⎠ . (14)
From the properties of the Hermite polynomials, we know
that the quantum numbers of the quantum harmonic os-
cillator wavefunctions need to take particular values. To
be precise, we need n = 2k (an even integer) andm = 2p+1
(an odd integer). This is to ensure our example coupling
strength accurately approximates the quantum harmonic
oscillator coupling. A different choice of pairing would ei-
ther result in a coupling strength that is overall an odd
function or would necessarily be zero at the origin, both
contradicting the form of Eq. (11). Assuming the ground
state to be given by n = 0, it can be easily shown that the
pairs (n,m) = (0,1) and (0,3) can be accurately approx-
imated by our coupling strength. The two pairs corre-
spond to a bound state between the lowest energy eigen-
state of the quantum harmonic oscillator and it’s first
and third energy states. As an illustrative example, we
consider the system which is limited to interactions be-
tween the ground and 3rd excited state. In this case the
normalised wave functions are,
ϕ0 = N0e− 12x2H0(x), (15a)
ϕ3 = N3e− 12x2H3(x). (15b)
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FIG. 3: Comparison of exact coupling strength (as
modelled with a quantum harmonic oscillator) and our
approximate coupling strength. The choices are:
quantum numbers (n,m) = (0,3) and parameters(λ,σ) = (2.5,1).
4Consequently, it can be seen that the corresponding cou-
pling strength, F (x) ∼ (2x4 − 9x2 + 3)e−x2 , is approxi-
mated by a coupling of the form (11) with the parameter
choices (λ,σ) = (2.5,1). Our coupling strength would
therefore be a close approximation for a bound quantum
harmonic oscillator. See Figs. (2, 3) for plots showing the(n,m) = (0,1) and (0,3) systems respectively. We bring
to attention reference [24] where a two dimensional ver-
sion of the coupling function (11) has been experimen-
tally demonstrated in a BEC-cavity system. It should
be noted, however, if the bound system is between high
energy level wavefunctions then our assumed coupling
strength would no longer be a good approximation to the
physical coupling strength. This is due to the asymptotic
form of the harmonic oscillator wavefunctions which ap-
proach either a purely cosine or sine form and lose their
Gaussian nature. As a final comment, we would like to
point out that a physically realised spatial profile will
generally be given by an effective coupling of the internal
degrees of freedom of the detector and the field. In prac-
tice, it will have contributions from more than just the
wavefunction of the detector. To continue, using Eq. (8),
the spatial profile is transformed into the momentum dis-
tribution,
f˜(k⃗) = e− 12σ2(k⃗−λ⃗)⋅(k⃗−λ⃗) + e− 12σ2(k⃗+λ⃗)⋅(k⃗+λ⃗). (16)
This means that in order to couple our detector to a
peaked Gaussian distribution of modes centered around
λ⃗ it is necessary to engineer a field-detector coupling
strength which not only is peaked around the atom’s
trajectory but also oscillates with position. Sharp fre-
quency modes f˜(k⃗) = δ3(k⃗ − λ⃗) + δ3(k⃗ + λ⃗) are obtained
when f(x⃗) ∼ exp(−iλ⃗ ⋅ x⃗) + exp(+iλ⃗ ⋅ x⃗). In the mass-
less (1 + 1)-dimensional case the frequency distribution
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FIG. 4: The transition rate for an inertial, Dirac delta
spatial profile (i.e. point-like) detector probing a (3 + 1)
massive field. We have plotted the transition rate for
mass values m = 0,1,1.5. We observe that if the
detector is in its excited state (−∆ > 0), its energy gap
needs to be larger than the mass of the field to undergo
spontaneous emission. Also, for all energy gaps −∆ <m,
the detector cannot undergo spontaneous emission i.e.
it is stable in its excited state.
obtained from a given spatial profile is defined as a func-
tion of ω ≥ 0 only. Therefore, given the window profile
peaks are sufficiently narrow and separated, the second
peaking corresponding to the ω < 0 region does not con-
tribute to the frequency window in this case. The field to
which the detector couples, given by Eq.(4), is therefore,
φ(τ) = ∫ dωNωe− 12σ2(λ−ω)2 [e−iωtaω + e+iωta†ω] . (17)
In the general case, the frequency window is peaked
around two modes corresponding to negative and pos-
itive momentum. Also see [23] which, complementary
to this work, looks in detail at the coupling of Unruh-
DeWitt detectors to Minkwoski modes. Eq.(16) shows
there is a trade-off between the width of the frequency
window and the spatial profile of the detector.
We now proceed to calculate the instantaneous transi-
tion rate of the detector model we have introduced. The
transition rate is a function of the detector’s energy gap
∆ given by [10]
F˙τ (∆) ∶= 2∫ ∞
0
dsRe [e−i∆sW (τ, τ − s)] , (18)
where W (τ, τ ′) ∶= ⟨ψ∣φ(τ)φ(τ ′) ∣ψ⟩ is the so-called
Wightman-function and ∣ψ⟩ denotes the state of the field.
Note we have assumed that the detector is turned on
in the distant past. Expanding the field in terms of
Minkowski modes we find that the vacuum transition rate
for a stationary detector is
F˙τ (∆) = Θ(−∆ −m)Ξ(∆), (19)
where
Ξ(∆) =√(−∆)2 −m2∣f˜(−∆)∣2, (20)
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FIG. 5: The transition rate for an inertial, double
peaked Gaussian spatial profile detector (see Eq.(11))
probing a (3 + 1) massive field. We have plotted the
transition rate for mass values m = 0,1,1.5. We observe
that if the detector is in its excited state (−∆ > 0), for
high energy gaps the detector’s transition rate is
negligibly small. This implies that for large energy
gaps, a non-point-like detector is stable i.e. it will not
undergo spontaneous emission.
5and Θ(x) is the Heavisde theta function defined as
Θ(x) = { 0 ∶ x < 0
1 ∶ x ≥ 0 . (21)
We have explicitly written −∆ in Eq. (20) to emphasise
that in the limit m → 0 we recover the standard litera-
ture result. Note that in the above result we have ex-
plicitly assumed f˜(k⃗) = f˜(∣k⃗∣) i.e. the Fourier transform
of the spatial profile f(x⃗) depends on the magnitude of
k⃗ only. The result is explicitly independent of the time
parameter τ . This can be traced back to the fact that
an inertial trajectory is a stationary orbit in flat space-
time. The interesting result here is that the transition
rate of the detector is tempered by the square of the
frequency distribution f˜ . As examples, we have plot-
ted the transition rate Eq. (19) for a Dirac delta peaked
profile (f(x) ∼ δ(x)) and a double peaked Gaussian pro-
file Eq. (16) in FIG. (4) and FIG. (5) respectively. In
FIG. (4), we can see that point-like excited detectors al-
ways have a possibility of undergoing spontaneous emis-
sion for −∆ > m. Outside of this region, the detector
will either remain excited or in its ground state. In other
words, spontaneous emission (or absorption) is not possi-
ble. In FIG. (5), we observe how a Gaussian type spatial
profile modifies the transition rate of an inertial detec-
tor. In stark contrast to the point-like detector, for a
detector in its excited state with a large energy gap, the
transition rate is negligible outside a “resonance” region.
These regions effectively tell us the detector is sensitive
to modes with energy ∼ ∣∆∣.
We are also interested in analysing the response of the
detector when the field has a single Minkowski excitation,
∣1Φ⟩ ∶= ∫ d3k⃗Φ(k⃗)a†k⃗ ∣0⟩ , (22)
where we define a delta normalised state to have the
property ∫ d3k⃗∣Φ(k⃗)∣2 = δ3(0) and a properly normalised
state to have the property ∫ d3k⃗∣Φ(k⃗)∣2 = 1. This state is
the generalization of Eq.(10) to three spatial dimensions.
The Wightman-function in this case is
W (τ, τ ′) = ⟨1Φ∣φ(τ)φ(τ ′) ∣1Φ⟩ . (23)
Writing the states and the field in terms of the Minkowski
modes and normal ordering the associated operators we
find that
W (τ, τ ′) =∫ d3k⃗∣Φ(k⃗)∣2 ⋅ ⟨0∣φ(τ)φ(τ ′) ∣0⟩+2Re [I∗Φ(τ)IΦ(τ ′)] , (24)
where
IΦ(τ) = ∫ d3k⃗Φ(k⃗)f˜(k⃗) 1√
ω
e−iωτ . (25)
We notice there are two terms in the Wightman-function.
The first one corresponds to the vacuum state and the
second is the contribution from the particle present in
the field.
The single particle contribution factorizes into two in-
dependent functions of τ and τ ′. This allows us to anal-
yse the transition rate with relative ease. Substituting
Eq. (24) into Eq. (18) we obtain an expression which de-
pends on
ιτ (∆) ∶= ∫ ∞
0
dse−is∆IΦ(τ − s). (26)
This integral is essentially a Fourier transform of IΦ(τ−s)
in the s variable and can be computed, either analyti-
cally or numerically, for specifically chosen f˜ and g. Em-
ploying the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, which can only be
used for functions which are integrable on the real line,
one shows that IΦ(τ) → 0 as τ → ±∞ as long as f˜ and g
are well-behaved. IΦ(τ) vanishes in the distant past and
future where the detector is responding only to vacuum
fluctuations. In other words, the detector only observes
a constant spectrum in these asymptomatic regions. In
the intermediate regions the oscillatory response is due
to the presence of the particle.
IV. ACCELERATED TRAJECTORY
We now consider a detector following a uniformly ac-
celerated trajectory. Conformally flat Rinder coordinates
ξ = (τ, ξ⃗) = (ρ, ξ, y, z) are a convenient choice in this case.
The transformation between Rindler and Minkowski co-
ordinates is given by
t = a−1eaξ sinh(aρ)
x = a−1eaξ cosh(aρ) , (27)
where a is a postive parameter and the other spatial coor-
dinates do not change i.e. y = y, z = z. This transforma-
tion holds for the spacetime region ∣t∣ > x which is called
the right Rindler wedge. The coordinate transformation
for ∣t∣ > −x (left region) differs from Eq. (27) only by an
overall sign in the x and t coordinates. The coordinates
are tailored specifically to the trajectory ξ⃗ = 0⃗ so that
an observer travelling along this worldline will measure
a proper acceleration
√−AµAµ = a and the proper time
is parametrised by the coordinate time ρ. The Klein-
Gordon equation for a massive bosonic field in a (3+1)-
dimensional flat spacetime in this case takes the form
∂ρρφ − [∂ξξ + e2aξ(∂yy + ∂zz) −m2e2aξ]φ = 0, (28)
and the solutions are the Rindler modes [13, 19]
u
Ω,k⃗⊥,α
(ρ, ξ⃗) ∶= NΩ/aKiΩ/a (Ma−1eaξ) e−iΛα(ρ,ξ⃗)
Λα(ρ, ξ⃗) ∶= αρΩ − k⃗⊥ ⋅ x⃗⊥, (29)
with M =
√
k⃗⊥ ⋅ k⃗⊥ +m2 and NΩ/a is the mode normal-
isation constant. The functions KiΩ/a(R) are modified
Bessel functions of the second kind. Here x⃗⊥ ∶= (y, z)
and k⃗⊥ ∶= (ky, kz) are position and momentum vec-
tors perpendicular to the direction of acceleration. Ω is
strictly positive and denotes the Rindler frequency and
6α = +1(−1) corresponds to right (left) Rindler regions,
respectively. The canonical orthonormality relation for
the (3 + 1) massive field is,
(u
Ω,k⃗⊥,α
, u
Ω′,k⃗′
⊥
,α′) = δ(Ω −Ω′)δ2(k⃗⊥ − k⃗′⊥)δαα′ , (30)
and commutation relations satisfy
[a
Ω,k⃗⊥,α
, a
†
Ω′k⃗′
⊥
,α′
] = δ(Ω −Ω′)δ2(k⃗⊥ − k⃗′⊥)δαα′ . (31)
From our coordinate definitions Eq. (27), we choose the
detector to be travelling in the right Rindler wedge.
This implies that our comoving coordinates can be
parametrised as τ = ρ and ζ⃗ = ξ⃗. The field expansion
in terms of the parametrised Rindler modes is
φ(τ, ξ⃗) = ∫ dΩd2k⃗⊥ [uΩ,k⃗⊥,+(ρ, ξ⃗)aΩ,k⃗⊥,+ + h.c.] . (32)
Note the left Rindler modes do not appear in Eq.(32) as
the detector is assumed to be moving in the right Rindler
wedge. The explicit form of the accelerated detectors
frequency distribution is
f˜(Ω, k⃗⊥) =∫ d3ξ⃗e2aξf(ξ⃗)KiΩ/a (Ma−1eaξ) e+ik⃗⊥ ⋅x⃗⊥(33)
The most significant difference between the inertial and
the accelerated frequency distributions is the appearance
of a non-trivial metric factor and the Bessel function.
Note also that for both massless and massive fields, the
Rindler modes are defined as an integral over Ω ∈ R+,
unlike the Minkwoski mode case. Eq.(33) is a Fourier
transform in the y and z coordinates, however, it is a
non-standard integral transformation in the ξ coordinate.
Reminiscent of a Hankel transformation, we expect our
desired properties of arbitrary mode peaking to still hold.
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FIG. 6: The transition rate for an accelerated, Dirac
delta spatial profile detector probing a (1 + 1) massless
field. We have plotted the transition rate for
acceleration values a = 0.1,1,1.5. We see that the
transition rate is zero only for asymptotically large
values of ∆. The divergent region ∆ = 0 is due to the
nature of the massless (1 + 1) field.
Using the integral representation of the modified Bessel
function for the second kind
KiΩ/a(R) =
√
pi ( 1
2
R)iΩ/a
Γ(iΩ/a + 1/2)∫ ∞0 dt(sinh(t))
2iΩ/a+1
eR cosh(t)
,(34)
valid for Ω/a > 0 and R > 0, we can write the frequency
distribution as a Fourier type integral that takes the form
f˜(k⃗) = ∫ d3ξ⃗β(ξ⃗)eiξ⃗⋅k⃗, (35)
where now k⃗ = (Ω + δ, ky, kz) and
β(ξ⃗) =
√
pi ( 1
2
M
a
)iΩ/a
Γ(iΩ/a + 1/2)f(ξ⃗)∫ ∞0 dr (sinh(r))2iΩ/aeMa eaξ cosh(r) , (36)
δ is a phase that is acquired from the integral representa-
tion of the modified Bessel function. This shows that, in
principle, the standard properties of the Fourier transfor-
mation can be used to design a detector profile such that
we obtain a peaked distribution in momentum space. For
a concrete example, we shall consider the massless (1+1)
field case. The appropriate transformation, in terms of
Rindler modes, is given by
f˜(Ω) = ∫ dξe2aξf(ξ)eiΩξ, (37)
and the spatial profile we propose in this case is
f(ξ) = N(σ)e−2aξe− 12σ−2ξ2 (e−iλ˜ξ + e+iλ˜ξ) , (38)
which includes the conformal metric factor that arises
from the Rindler coordinate transformation. Here N(σ)
is a normalization constant and λ˜ dictates a preferred
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FIG. 7: The transition rate for an accelerated, double
peaked Gaussian spatial profile detector probing a(1 + 1) massless field. We have plotted the transition
rate for acceleration values a = 0.1,1,1.5. We see that
there are resonant values for ∆ where probability of the
detector undergoing spontaneous emission (or
absorption) is increased. This can be traced back to the
Gaussian spatial profile which causes the detector to
interact more strongly with modes with energy ∼ ∣∆∣.
7mode frequency. This profile reduces the integral trans-
formation Eq.(37) to a standard Fourier transformation
and the resulting frequency distribution is
f˜(Ω) = e− 12σ2(λ˜−Ω)2 + e− 12σ2(λ˜+Ω)2 . (39)
Substituting this frequency distribution into Eq.(4), we
obtain
φ(τ) = ∫ dΩNΩ/ae− 12σ2(λ˜−Ω)2 [e−iΩτaΩ,I + h.c.] .(40)
Therefore, our detector couples to a Gaussian distribu-
tion centered around a Rindler frequency λ˜. In the limit-
ing case where the acceleration goes to zero, the Rindler
frequency goes to the Mickowski frequency i.e. Ω → ω,
and the spatial profile reduces to the Minkwoski profile
given by Eq.(11).
We would now like to expand the field in terms of Un-
ruh modes which pay an important role in the literature.
These modes are given by [13, 19],
u
Ω,k⃗⊥,R
= cosh(rΩ/a)uΩ,k⃗⊥,+ + sinh(rΩ/a)u∗Ω,k⃗⊥,−,
u
Ω,k⃗⊥,L
= cosh(rΩ/a)uΩ,k⃗⊥,− + sinh(rΩ/a)u∗Ω,k⃗⊥,+, (41)
where tanh(rΩ/a) = e−piΩ/a. Upon parametrising the
modes with our accelerated comoving coordinates, i.e.(ρ, ξ⃗) = (τ, ξ⃗), and noting that the left Rindler modes
have no support in the right Rindler wedge, we find the
Unruh modes reduce to
u
Ω,k⃗⊥,R
(τ, ξ⃗) = cosh(rΩ/a)uΩ,k⃗⊥,+(τ, ξ⃗),
u
Ω,k⃗⊥,L
(τ, ξ⃗) = sinh(rΩ/a)u∗
Ω,k⃗⊥,+
(τ, ξ⃗). (42)
In the case the field is massless and in (1+1)-dimensions,
the detector interacts with two peaked distributions cor-
responding to right and left Unruh modes respectively,
φ(τ) = φR(τ) + φL(τ), (43)
where
φR(τ) =∫ dΩNΩ
a
e−
1
2
(λ˜−Ω)2chΩe
−iΩτaΩ,R + h.c. , (44a)
φL(τ) =∫ dΩNΩ
a
e−
1
2
(λ˜−Ω)2shΩe
+iΩτaΩ,L + h.c. , (44b)
and to shorten notation we have defined chΩ ∶=
cosh(rΩ/a) and shΩ ∶= sinh(rΩ/a). Note that the effec-
tive interaction strength is now modulated by hyper-
bolic trigonometric functions. We are currently using
this detector model to analyse entanglement extraction
of sharp frequency Unruh states. As uniform acceleration
is also a stationary orbit of flat spacetime, we expect a
time independent vacuum transition rate [25]. Using the
parametrised Unruh modes, we can calculate the transi-
tion rate of the accelerated detector. We find for the field
in its vacuum state,
F˙τ (∆) = 1
e2pi∆/a − 1Ξ (∆) , (45)
where
Ξ (∆) ∶= ∫ d2k⃗⊥ [N2∆⃗∣f˜(∆⃗)∣2Θ(∆)− N2
−∆⃗
∣f˜(−∆⃗)∣2Θ(−∆)] , (46)
with ±∆⃗ ∶= (±∆, ky, kz) and N∆⃗ denotes the appropriate
normalisation for the Rindler modes. We can see imme-
diately the transition rate of the detector is the expected
thermal distribution, where the temperature is inversely
proportional to the acceleration parameter a, but again
modified by the frequency of the field operator. Again as
examples, we plot the transition rate (45) for the (1 + 1)
massless field for different accelerations. In FIG. (6),
we plot the transition rate for a Dirac delta profile. In
FIG. (7), we plot transition rate for a double Gaussian
speaking profile. We note the qualitative and quantita-
tive differences between the standard point-like detector
and our modified model.
We also note that Eq. (45) satisfies the Kubo-Martin-
Schwinger condition [26, 27]
F˙τ (∆) = e− 2pia ∆F˙τ (−∆). (47)
The transition rate is, as expected, independent of time
due to the stationarity of the trajectory and the invari-
ance of the vacuum state. Now we shall analyse the re-
sponse of our accelerated detector model when the field
contains a single Unruh particle. In the literature, well
analysed states of the field correspond to maximally en-
tangled Bell states, see for example, [11, 28, 29]. These
states contain both the vacuum and a single Unruh par-
ticle. Our starting point will again be the Wightman-
function which, for the one particle state, takes the form
W (τ, τ ′) ∶= ⟨1p∣φ(τ)φ(τ ′) ∣1p⟩ , (48)
where ∣1p⟩ is a one Unruh particle state defined as∣1p⟩ ∶= ∫ dΩd2k⃗⊥Φ(Ω, k⃗⊥)a†
Ω,k⃗⊥,p
∣0⟩. Continuing in the ex-
act same fashion as the Minkowski one particle state we
find
W (τ, τ ′) = ∫ dΩd2k⃗⊥∣Φ(k⃗)∣2 ⋅ ⟨0∣φ(τ)φ(τ ′) ∣0⟩+ 2Re [I∗p (τ)Ip(τ ′)] , (49)
where Ip(τ) ∶= ∫ dΩd2k⃗⊥f˜(Ω, k⃗⊥)Φ(Ω, k⃗⊥)UΩ,p(τ) with
UΩ,p(τ) = NΩ/a { cosh(rΩ/a)e−iΩτ ∶ p = Rsinh(rΩ/a)e+iΩτ ∶ p = L . (50)
An Unruh particle has with it an associated wavefunc-
tion, defined as ∫ dΩd2k⃗⊥Φ(Ω, k⃗⊥)UΩ,p(t, x). The accel-
erated detector will probe the Unruh particles wavefunc-
tion as it approaches. As the particles wavefunction os-
cillates as a function of τ , the detector will observe differ-
ent phases at different times. It is these oscillations that
contribute to the undulatory behaviour of the detectors
transition rate. For the Unruh state, the corresponding
accelerated expression for Eq. (26) again has a time de-
pendent oscillatory integral. It is clear, for appropriately
8behaved functions f˜ and g, the same analysis can be ap-
plied here as for the Minkwoski particle. The Riemann-
Lebesgue lemma can be used to show in the asymptotic
past and future, the response of the detector is the same
as the vacuum and hence has a thermal signature. As
with the Minkowski particle, the intermediate regions be-
tween past and future asymptotic times give rise to an
oscillatory response function. In the limit of high accel-
eration, the second term in Eq. (49) becomes negligible
and the state tends to the maximally mixed state. Thus,
the single particle state of the field is dominated by the
vacuum fluctuations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We introduce a detector model which naturally cou-
ples to peaked frequency distributions of Minkowski, Un-
ruh and Rindler modes. This detector model is suit-
able for studies of entanglement extraction in non-inertial
frames. In the (3 + 1)-dimensional case, the frequency
window of the detector peaks around positive and nega-
tive momentum inducing a double peaking. In the (1+1)-
dimensional case, frequency distributions naturally peak
around a single frequency. We obtain analytical results
for the instantaneous transition rates of the detectors un-
dergoing inertial and uniformly accelerated motion. In
particular, the transition rate of the accelerated detector
is the expected thermal distribution modified by a smear-
ing function that arises from the detectors spatial profile.
We have also shown the well studied single Unruh par-
ticle states produce an oscillatory response that is only
thermal in the asymptotic past and future. Since for ac-
celerated detectors thermal noise is observed in both the
vacuum and the single Unruh particle state, entangle-
ment is expected to be degraded by the Unruh effect for
global Unruh modes. We also see the degradation effects
occur for properly normalised wave packets.
As shown in figures FIGS [2-5], the response of the
Unruh-DeWitt detector depends strongly on the profile
of its interaction and, thus, on the physical system that
implements the detector. Contributing factors to this
profile will be the eigenstates of the detector, external
components such as driving laser fields and the geometry
of the system. We have shown the response of the detec-
tor can vary significantly and this will have observable
consequences in the experimental verification of results
in quantum field theory and relativistic quantum infor-
mation. To this end, we comment on the physical feasi-
bility and impact on constructing the spatially dependent
coupling profile we have described.
A spatially dependent coupling strength can be engi-
neered by placing the quantum system in an external po-
tential which is time and space dependent. These tune-
able interactions have been produced in ion traps [30, 31],
cavity QED [32] and superconducting circuits [33–36]. In
an ion trap, the interaction of the ion with its vibrational
modes can be modulated by a time and spatial depen-
dent classical driving field, such as a laser [37]. In cav-
ity QED, time and space dependent coupling strengths
are used to engineer an effective coupling between two
cavity modes [38, 39]. Within this setting, our work is
particularly relevant where current investigations [40–42]
study the effect of artificial atoms, with large spatial pro-
files, interacting with modes of an electromagnetic field.
Our model can also be, in principle, realized in a Bose-
Einstein condensate where a harmonic oscillator detector
corresponds to an impurity created by a potential well
within the condensate [24, 43, 44]. The spatial profile
is engineered by choosing the right shape of the trap-
ping potential. The harmonic oscillator couples to the
phononic field of the condensate, which obeys a Klein-
Gordon equation in an effective curved metric. There-
fore, our model can be used to study effects in analogue
gravity.
Unruh-DeWitt type detectors have allowed us to
explore different coupling scenarios in quantum field
theory. In tandem, our results have paved the way for
the development of novel mathematical techniques that
allow a non-perturbative treatment of Unruh-DeWitt
detectors [45, 46] and more advanced phenomena, such
as detector-field back reaction [47]. With these consid-
erations, we hope that Unruh-DeWitt detectors can be
used to gain further insight into quantum information
within quantum field theory.
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